The paper considers the problem ranking interval data in data envelopment analysis (IDEA), different of the other methods. In this approach, we use the statistical concepts. The end DEA models are modified and for illustration a numerical example is proposed.
Introduction
Using DEA models for evaluating relative efficiency of Decision Making Units (DMUs), usually give score 1 for a set of DMUs with cardinality greater than or equal one [1, 2] . This raises a logical question: which is of these efficient DMUs better than others, when DMUs are as interval data. In this paper, we are concerned on the mean and generalized variance of evaluated decision making interval unit. The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we give a concept of interval data, section 3 is a description on variance-covariance matrix and generalized variance that uses to assess rank, in section 4 we introduce a approach (criteria) for ranking of under evaluate unit, also a numerical example are given in section 5, and in section 6 conclusion is put forward.
Background
Consider n, DMUs each using m input to produce s output. We denote by x ij the level of the i − th input (i = 1, ..., m) and the level of the r − th output (r = 1, ..., s) from the j − th unit, (j ∈ J = {1, ..., n}). The inputoutput data are known to lie within bounded intervals, i.e.
, with the upper and lower of intervals given as constants and assumed positive. We use a model which is defined as follows [5] :
Obviously, above model is non-linear. Now, the following models [3] , are obtained upper and lower bounds of the efficiency scores for DMU p (p ∈ J ). 
Max z
U p = s r=1 u r y U rp S.t. m i=1 v i x L ip = 1 s r=1 u r y U rp − m i=1 v i x L ip ≤ 0, s r=1 u r y L rj − m i=1 v i x U ij ≤ 0, j = 1, ..., n, j = p (2) u r ≥ 0, r = 1, ..., s v i ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., m. and Max z L p = s r=1 u r y L rp S.t. m i=1 v i x U ip = 1 s r=1 u r y L rp − m i=1 v i x U ip ≤ 0, s r=1 u r y U rj − m i=1 v i x L ij ≤ 0, j = 1, ..., n, j = p (3) u r ≥ 0, r = 1, ..., s v i ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., m.(x, y) ∈ [z L * p , z U * p ] [3].
Classification of DMUs
On the basis of the obtained efficiency scores intervals, the units can be first classified in three subsets as follows [4, 5, 6] :
Where J shows for the index set {1, ..., n} of the units. The set E ++ contains of the units that are efficient in any situation (the best and worst position).
The set E + contains of units are efficient in the best position, but they are not efficient in worst position. Finally, the set E − contains of inefficient units in any situation. In Fig. 1 the sets of DMUs is shown with one interval input and one interval output in T v , which T v is production Possibility Set (PPS) of model BCC [2] . Regarding to Fig. 1 we obtain: 
Where var(.) and covar(.) are variance and covariance, respectively. [7] 3.2. Definition Suppose that S = (s ij ) m×m be variance-covariance matrix. Then, generalized variance (gvar) is defined as follow:
The generalized variance provide for away for writing information in all variancecovariance as a solely number. For example with regarding above definitions, we obtain generalized variance of the matrix
In this purpose, we will perform the following operations. Second step, we obtain 
Ranking of DMUs with interval data in DEA
With attentively to previous section classification, the units in E ++ are better than of the units in E + and the units in E + are better than of the units E − . Here, only DMUs belonging to E + are ranked. The method can be applied for ranking all DMUs belong to E ++ as well. Now consider DMU p belong to E + , then we use the following model for obtain the efficiency measure of (x p ,ȳ p ) [8] .
where
, then, we introduce Δ p as a criteria for ranking DMU p as bellow:
where,θ * p is the optimal solution model (4), gvar(G p ) and gvar(H p ) are the generalized variance of input matrix and output matrix, respectively. This means that gvar (G p 
Note, the presented criteria for ranking of interval data based upon two concepts, one to enlarge of the value efficiency and second relaxing in generalized variance. It is seems that, it is logical that each interval unit as DMU p which it have been higher efficiency in mean of (x 
Numerical example
To illustrate the above consider the interval data of Table1 (5 units with 2 inputs and 2 outputs) and the efficiency scores obtained by applying models (2) and (3). Ranking of the units in E + according the presented approach, are given in Table 3 . According to the values Δ j in Table 3 , the efficient units in E + are ranked in following order units 3, unit 2 and unit 1. Ranking of units is based on higher efficiency of mean and lower variance in their inputs and outputs. In other words, Δ p is a function of efficiency value and variance so, each DMU which it has highest efficiency value and lowest variance, it is better than the other DMUs in E + .
Conclusion
In this paper, we present criteria for ranking of interval data based upon two concepts, one increasing of efficiency of the mean two points (worst and best points) of evaluated decision making interval unit and second decreasing of variance in inputs and outputs it. It is seems that, ranking by this method be more superiority of other methods, say, method presented in Despotis et al [5] , because they have ranked base on z * U − z * L regarding two models (2) and (3), or in other words 1 − z * L , for each unit in E + , so they only have respected to different value z * L of 1. Meanwhile, presented method in this paper consider, firstly decreasing different z * U and z * L , that is, (z * U −z * L ) based on the concept of variance inputs and outputs and furthermore, increasing efficiency of the mean two points (worst and best points) of evaluated decision making interval unit. For example, in Fig. 1 , the units A and B belong to set
, that is, rank of units A and B are equal (1 − z * L
with respect to Despotis's approach, meanwhile our proposed method ranks unit A greater than unit B. In finally, it is mentioned that this approach can be used for ranking of units in E ++ .
